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Abstract : Parallel database systems have three main architectures where either scalability or load sharing is
maintained. Study elucidates that no single architecture itself can provide both the facilities of good scalability
and load sharing. In contrast to the above studies, a hybrid architecture which is mainly based upon shared
nothing clustering that maintains both scalability and also tries to achieve load balancing is presented and
implemented. Here the concept of parallel databases has been implemented as they are the key to high
performance. So the objective is to develop a hybrid system which is cost effective and also performs well
while dealing with large amount of data. Performance enhancement has always been a main issue in case of
large data warehouses, so in the paper it has been ensured to resolve it with the notion of parallel processing by
proposing two algorithms. One is node based algorithm which is mainly based upon Multilevel Feedback
Queue Scheduling (MLFQ) and another is cluster based load balancing algorithm. Both the algorithms are
based upon push migration

Keywords :  Parallel Data, Scalability, MLFQ, Push Migration, Load Sharing, Shared Nothing Algorithm,
Cluster, Node Based Algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this era of internet and cloud computing, increased amount of data has been enforced to make significant
changes in the commercial database field. Parallel database processing has become a new trend which is being
adopted widely due to its technology-driven and application-driven features [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Clouds
and super servers nowadays use parallel database processing with scalable high speed interconnection network,
so that it can perform large amount of inexpensive processing. Typically these systems utilize the capacity of
multiple numbers of locally distributed processing nodes inter-connected by means of high speed network. The
proposed architecture consists of a single switch and multiple hubs (based upon the number of ports in the switch)
along with multiple shared nothing clusters and a dedicated output device that acts as an interface for end users to
achieve high cost effectiveness compared to the mainframe-based configurations.
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Parallel database systems provide both high throughputs for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) as well as
short response times for complex ad-hoc queries [18, 19, 20]. Primary aim is to implement the same in the hybrid
model [24]. So, it has been tried to compose multiple cluster computer system comprising of independent computer
nodes connected by a network.

The interconnection is done with some commercial product having higher bandwidth and lower latency. The
main objective behind selecting cluster system is that they have low price-performance ratio compared to the
massive parallel processing computers.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Following papers have been studied as part of Literature Review for ease in reference :

Sunguk Lee, “Shared-Nothing vs. Shared-Disk Cloud Database Architecture,” Published at Research Institute
of Industrial Science and Technology, Pohang, Korea [1]

Cloud protocol, architecture, implementation and services specifications are still in its immature stage. The
characteristic, advantages and disadvantages of both shared disk and shared nothing database architectures for
cloud computing has been discussed here.

Janina Popeanga, “Shared-Nothing’ Cloud Data Warehouse Architecture,” Published at Database Systems
Journal, Volume–V, Number–4, 2014 [2]

Three widely used parallel data warehouse architectures have been defined and their clarification has been
given regarding the most suitable architecture to develop a data warehouse in the cloud.  In the end the tables are
transposed into “shared-nothing” architecture, for analyzing the query performance.

Thomas Müseler, “A Survey of Shared-Nothing Parallel Database Management Systems” [Comparison
between Teradata, Greenplum and Netezza Implementations], Published at IRCSE 2012, Mälardalen University,
Sweden [3]

The main contribution of the paper is the presentation of the current technology in the shared-nothing database
sector. The concepts of the manufacturers Teradata, Green plum and Netezza has been discussed for data warehouse
requirements. Furthermore it has been discussed that whether shared-nothing architecture can be adapted to other
application fields for future implementation or not.

David J. DeWitt, Jim Gray, “Parallel Database Systems: The Future of Database Processing or a Passing
Fad?” [4]

Parallel database machine architectures have evolved from the use of exotic hardware to a software parallel
dataflow architecture based on conventional shared-nothing hardware. These new designs provide impressive
speedup and scale-up while processing relational database queries. This paper reviews the techniques used by
such systems and surveys current commercial and research systems.

Umar Farooq Minhas, David Lomet, Chandramohan A. Thekkath. “Chimera: Data Sharing Flexibility, Shared
Nothing Simplicity,” Published at IDEAS, Springer Verlag, September, 2011 [6]

The current database market is fairly evenly split between shared nothing and data sharing systems. While
shared nothing systems are easier to build and scale, data sharing systems have advantages in load balancing. The
approach of this paper isolates the data sharing functionality from the rest of the system and relies on well-studied,
robust techniques to provide the data sharing extension. This reduces the difficulty in providing data sharing
functionality, yet provides much of the flexibility of a data sharing system. The design and implementation of Chimera
– a hybrid database system, targeted at load balancing for many workloads and scale-out for read-mostly workloads
is presented here.
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3. PROPOSED WORK

A substantial amount of work has been done to enhance the performance of data warehouses in many different
ways. In this paper, an architecture named as ‘BRKSS Architecture’ is proposed, which is based upon shared
nothing clustering that can scale-up to a large number of computers, increase their speed and maintain the work
load. The proposed architecture comprises of a console along with a CPU that also acts as a buffer and stores
information based on the processing of transactions, when a batch enters into the system. This console is connected
to a switch (p-ports) which is again connected to the c-number of clusters through their respective hubs. The
architecture can be used for personal databases and for online databases like cloud through router. As shown in
Figure–1, the BRKSS Architecture comprises of multiple nodes connected by a high speed LAN. Apiece node
has its own Processor (P), Memory (M) and Disk (D).

Fig. 1. BRKSS Architecture

MAXIMUM POSSIBILITY OF CLUSTERS AND NODES

Here, the number of clusters formed and the number of nodes depend upon the number of ports in the switch.
Two ports of the switch will be used for connecting with the console and the router. Suppose that‘d’ is the number
of nodes in each cluster. In Table–1, the table gives an idea about the maximum number of clusters that could be
formed. Here, up to 64 port switch have been shown which could be increased based on how much large is the
data warehouse.
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Table 1.

Number of Switch Ports 8 16 32 64

Number of Hubs 6 14 30 62

Number of Clusters 6 14 30 62

Number of Node 6*d 14*d 30*d 62*d

4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

To overcome the limitations of load balancing in shared nothing clustering Inter-query Parallelism has been
implemented in the proposed algorithm where many diverse queries or transactions are executed in parallel with
one another on many processors. This will not only increase the throughput but will also scale up the system.

The steps of the algorithm are stated below :
Step–1 : Consider the number of transactions entering into the system in a batch mode.

[Suppose ‘m’ numbers of transactions are there in a batch]
Step–2: Check the number of clusters.

[Suppose ‘c’ be the number of clusters]
Step–3: Calculate the maximum value for each cluster (maxc) and node (maxn).

maxc = m/c
maxn = maxc /d

Where, maxc = 0 and maxn = 0 initially and d is the number of nodes in a cluster.
Step–4 : Distribute all the transactions evenly in the cluster based upon the maxc value and in the nodes

based upon maxn value.

Node Based

Step–5 : Now, calculate maxq = maxn /10
Where, maxq is the number of transactions that will enter into the MLFQ apiece time for execution
and also calculate remn = maxn – maxq for apiece node
Where, remn is the remaining number of transactions of a node.

Step–6 : Now for Node based Load Balancing, perform MLFQ Scheduling in apiece node.
Step–6 (a) : Allocate a ready queue to the processor of all the nodes and split the ready queue into ‘q’ number

of queues.
Step–6 (b) : Put highest priority to q0 as q0 is the first queue and lowest priority to qn as qn is the last queue.
Step–6 (c) : Perform Round Robin Scheduling from q0 to qn-1 and FCFS in qn.
Step–6 (d) : Follow the MLFQ rules while performing the scheduling.

Considering two jobs A and B entering into the queue, apply the following rules:
Rule–1 : If Priority (A) > Priority (B), A will run (B doesn’t).
Rule–2 : If Priority (A) = Priority (B), A and B both run in RRS.
Rule–3 : When a job enters the system, it is placed at the highest priority, that is, the topmost

queue.
Rule–4 : Once a job uses up its time allotment at a given level (regardless of how  many times it

has given up the CPU), its priority is reduced, that is, it  moves down one queue. This is
called the Gaming Tolerance.

Rule–5 : After some time period S, move all the jobs in the system to the topmost queue. This is
also known as Priority Boost.
The above rules are applicable for a transaction or a query as well.
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Step–6 (e) : At the end of apiece transaction, take up a new one from remn.
Step–6 (f) : After time interval tz, status regarding the number of executed transactions and the remaining

transactions will be send to the buffer from apiece node of a cluster.
Step–7 : If value of remn does not become 0 within time tz, perform Node Based Load Balancing through

Push Migration approach.
Step–7 (a) : After receiving the status, check in the buffer.

• If remn = maxn / 2 in all the nodes, then situation is stable, continue with the execution and move
to Step–9.

• If remn  >  maxn / 2 in all the nodes, then give them more time to reach the stable situation and
then move to Step–9.

• If remn = maxn / 2 in half of the nodes and remn > maxn / 2 in other half, then give some time for
execution so that most of the nodes would either reach to remn < maxn / 2 or remn = maxn / 2.
Then move to Step–9.

• If in most of the nodes remn is much less than maxn / 2 and in a few nodes remn = maxn / 2, then
continue with the execution and after that move to Step–9.

• If remn is much less than maxn / 2 in maximum nodes and in some nodes remn > maxn / 2, then
start performing load balancing.

Step–7 (b) : When condition 7 (a) (v) occurs in the node(s), then send a signal to the console through switch.
Step–7 (c) : Console in return will send an instruction to the node(s) to submit the remaining transactions remn.
Step–7 (d) : Redistribute remn into other nodes, depending upon the condition: remn < = maxn / 2

Step–8 : Continue Step–7(a) to Step–7 (d) until maxc gets executed.
Step–9 : With the end of all the transactions, again a new maxc will enter and repeat the above steps.

Cluster Based

If after ty time, the console does not get any information regarding a particular cluster, then it will assume that
a fail over has occurred in the cluster. Then the console will perform cluster based load balancing to shift the load
of the fail over cluster to the rest of the active clusters.

Step–10 : After time interval ‘ty’, console will check the executed transactions maxe and the remaining
transactions remc for apiece cluster and a copy of remc transaction will be send to the buffer.

remc = maxc – maxe

Step–11 : Perform Cluster Based Load Balancing through Push Migration approach when cluster fail over
will take place.

Step–11 (a) : After time ty, check in the buffer.
• If remc = maxc / 2 in all the active clusters, then situation is stable, continue with the execution and

wait for condition 11 (a) (v) to occur.
• If remc > maxc / 2 in all the active clusters, then give them more time to reach the stable situation

and wait for condition 11 (a) (v) to occur.
• If remc = maxc / 2 in half of the active clusters and remc > maxc / 2 in other half, then give some

time for execution so that most of the clusters will either reach to  remc < maxc / 2 or remc = maxc
/ 2 and wait for condition 11 (a) (v) to occur.

• If in most of the active clusters remc is much less than maxc / 2 and in a few active cluster remc =
maxc / 2, then continue with the execution and wait for condition 11(a) (v) to occur.

• If remc is much less than maxc / 2 in all the active clusters, then performs load balancing.
Step–11 (b): Redistribute remc of the fail over cluster into the other active clusters that would satisfy the condition

remc < = maxc / 2 in the active clusters.
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Step–12 : Continue Step–11 (a) and Step–11 (b) until m gets executed.

Step–13 : At the end of all the transactions, again a new batch will enter and repeat the above steps.

EXAMPLE : Suppose the number of transactions (m) in one batch is 1, 80, 000, number of clusters (c) = 3
and number of nodes in apiece cluster (d) = 4.

Then, maxc = (1,80,000/3) = 60,000

maxn = (60,000/4) = 15,000

The stable condition for apiece node is given by:

maxn /2 = 7500

maxq = maxn /10 = 1500

Node Based Load Balancing

Number of transactions entering into the MLFQ will be either maxq or multiplicand of maxq like :

1500 * 1 = 1500

1500 * 2 = 3000

1500 * 3 = 4500

1500 * 4 = 6000

At apiece tz interval, a status about the nodes will be send to the console. The console will get information
about the remaining transactions of apiece node (remn) and will decide whether continuous execution or load
balancing is required or not.

Initially,

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions (maxq) 0 0 0 0

Remaining Transactions (remn) 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000

After tz1 Interval,

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions (maxq) 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

Remaining Transactions (remn) 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500

After tz2 Interval,

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions (maxq) 6,000 6,000 3,000 4,500

Remaining Transactions (remn) 7,500 7,500 10,500 9,000

After tz3 Interval,

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions(maxq) 6,000 6,000 1,500 1,500

Remaining Transactions(remn) 1,500 1,500 9,000 7,500

After third Iteration in d1 and d2, remn is much less than their maxn / 2 and in d4, remn is stable, but in d3, remn
> maxn / 2, so, Node Based Load Balancing is performed. Here, 1,500 transactions would be taken away from
d3, making it stable and then putting that load into either d1 or d2.
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Load Balancing is given in the table below :

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions (maxq) 6,000 6,000 1,500 1,500

Remaining Transactions (remn) 1,500 1,500 9,000 7,500

New table after Load Balancing:
If remaining transactions are transferred to d1, then final table will be as given below:

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions (maxq) 6,000 6,000 1,500 1,500

Remaining Transactions (remn) 3,000 1,500 7,500 7,500

If remaining transactions are transferred to d2, then the final table will be as given below:

Nodes d1 d2 d3 d4

Executed Transactions (maxq) 6,000 6,000 1,500 1,500

Remaining Transactions (remn) 1,500 3,000 7,500 7,500

While performing the above Iterations, a status about all the nodes and their clusters would go to the console
and it will get updated on a regular basis.

Cluster Based Load Balancing

The console will get information in the time interval ty about the executed number of transactions, that is, maxe
and a copy of all the remaining transactions remc. So, when fail over of any cluster occurs, then the console will
send the unexecuted copy of transactions of the fail over cluster to the other clusters.

Initially,

Clusters c1 c2 c3

Executed Transactions (maxe) 0 0 0

Remaining Transactions (remc) 60,000 60,000 60,000

After ty1 interval,

Clusters c1 c2 c3

Executed Transactions (maxe) 20,000 20,000 30,000

Remaining Transactions (remc) 40,000 40,000 30,000

At the end of ty1 interval, console will have the status of maxe and a copy of remc within it, till ty2 execution ends
successfully. After that it will hold a copy of remc and status of maxe till ty3 execution ends successfully.
After ty2 interval,

Clusters c1 c2 c3

Executed Transactions (maxe) FAIL OVER 10,000 10,000

Remaining Transactions(remc) 40,000 30,000 20,000
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In ty2, a fail over occurs and the console that is holding the value of remc from ty1 interval will distribute it to the
other active clusters until they themselves come to a value much less than maxc / 2.
After ty3 interval,

Clusters c1 c2 c3

Executed Transactions (maxe) FAIL OVER 15,000 15,000

Remaining Transactions (remc) 40,000 15,000 5,000

Load Balancing :

Clusters c1 c2 c3

Executed Transactions (maxe) FAIL OVER 15,000 15,000

Remaining Transactions (remc) 0 30,000 30,000

5. PARAMETER ANALYSIS

SPEED UP

Speed Up is the extent to which more hardware can perform the same task in less time than the original
system. With added hardware, speed up holds the task constant and measures time savings. In this case, speed up
will be linear as shown in Figure–2, as the number of transactions is increasing with the increase in number of CPU.

Fig. 2. Linear Speed Up.

Sub Linear Speed Up can occur when the rate of execution of apiece CPU is diverse, that is, either high or
low, but their overall execution is high. In Figure–2, execution of apiece CPU is 50, so with the increase in number
of CPU, overall execution is also increasing (in multiple of 50). But in Figure–3, four CPUs are performing 50
transactions each, whereas eight CPUs are performing approximately 37 transactions each and twelve CPUs are
performing approximately 58 transactions each, but their overall execution is high. In this case the Speed Up will be
sub linear.
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Fig. 3. Sub Linear Speed Up

SCALE-UP

Scale-up is the ability to keep the same performance level (Response Time) when both workload (Transaction)
and resources (CPU, Memory) increase proportionally. In Figure–4, number of transactions per second is increasing
proportionately with the increase in number of CPU. So, the Scale-up is linear in this case.

Fig. 4. Scale Up

Just like Sub Linear Speed Up, Scale Up can be also sub linear. If the rate of the transaction decreases per
node, then sub linear scale-up will occur. In this case, the overall execution of transaction will always be high as
shown in Figure–5.
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Fig. 5. Sub Linear Scale Up.

6. CONCLUSION

The problems of shared nothing architecture where scalability and speed up is high but load balancing is an
issue have been instantiated and studied. From the extensive study, it has transpired that the problem could be
solved by introducing the completely new and novel BRKSS Architecture that supports shared nothing clustering.
The designing of the architecture is done in such a way that it can be implemented easily in large systems for
performing huge amount of task and load can be balanced based upon the proposed algorithm that would work in
the console. The load balancing strategy follows two ways, that is, with respect to the nodes and with respect to the
fail over of any cluster. Thus, the performance does not get affected too much.
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